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Abstract
A multipartite or c-partite tournament is an orientation of a complete c-partite graph. In this survey we mainly describe results
on directed cycles and paths in strongly connected c-partite tournaments for c3. In addition, we include about 40 open problems
and conjectures.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and terminology
A c-partite or multipartite tournament is an orientation of a complete c-partite graph. A tournament is a c-partite
tournament with exactly c vertices. By a cycle (path) we mean a directed cycle (directed path).
A c-partite tournament can be used to represent the results of competitions. While round-robin competitions can be
interpreted as tournaments, competitions between c teams in which each player competes once with each player in the
remaining c − 1 teams give rise to c-partite tournaments.
Some ﬁrst observations on c-partite tournaments can be found in Moon’s book [87, p. 63], and Bondy [22] was
the ﬁrst to look at cycles in multipartite tournaments. In 1981, Beineke [17] published a survey paper on bipartite
tournaments, and graph theorists began to study bipartite tournaments more extensively. The ﬁrst survey paper on
general multipartite tournaments was published by Gutin [51] in 1995, and he summarized most of the results obtained
that far. In the last decade, more and more attention has been paid to c-partite tournaments for c3. The subject has
really started to blossom. The arrival of some new and powerful ideas and methods is also promising for the future
development of this beautiful and fascinating theory. In particular, the Ph.D. theses of Yeo [160] in 1998, Tewes [114]
in 1999, Winzen [156] in 2004, the habilitation thesis of Guo [32] in 1998 and the perspective paper of Volkmann
[125] in 2002, were devoted to this subject. In this article we shall describe some of the progress that has been made
on properties of cycles and paths in c-partite tournaments for c3 mainly.
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with standard terminology on directed graphs (see, e.g., [8,26]). In this
paper all digraphs are ﬁnite without loops or multiple arcs. A digraph without cycles of length 2 is an oriented graph.
The vertex set and the arc set of a digraph D are denoted by V (D) and E(D), respectively. If xy is an arc of a digraph
D, then we write x → y and say x dominates y. If X and Y are two disjoint subsets of V (D) or subdigraphs of D such
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that every vertex of X dominates every vertex of Y, then we say that X dominates Y, denoted by X → Y . Furthermore,
XY denotes the property that there is no arc from Y to X.
The out-neighborhood N+D(x)=N+(x) of a vertex x is the set of vertices dominated by x, and the in-neighborhood
N−D(x) = N−(x) is the set of vertices dominating x. For a vertex set X of D, we deﬁne N+D(X) =
⋃
x∈XN
+
D(x),
N−D(X) =
⋃
x∈XN
−
D(x) and D[X] as the subdigraph induced by X. The numbers d+D(x) = d+(x) = |N+(x)| and
d−D(x)=d−(x)=|N−(x)| are the outdegree and indegree of x, respectively. The minimum outdegree and the minimum
indegree of D are denoted by +(D) = + and −(D) = −, respectively.
There are several measures of how much a digraph differs from being regular. The irregularity I (D) is max |d+(x)−
d−(y)| over all vertices x and y of D (including x = y). In addition, Yeo [163] deﬁnes the local irregularity as
il(D)=max |d+(x)−d−(x)| over all vertices x of D and the global irregularity as ig(D)=max{max(d+(x), d−(x))−
min(d+(y), d−(y)) | x, y ∈ V (D)}. Clearly, il(D)I (D) ig(D). If ig(D) = 0, then D is regular; if ig(D)1, then
D is almost regular. (In a 1996 version of [125], I have deﬁned I (D). However, I liked to deﬁne ig(D) instead of I (D),
but it seems that I was too stupid.)
A cycle of length m is an m-cycle. A cycle or path in a digraph D is Hamiltonian if it includes all the vertices of
D. A digraph D is pancyclic if it contains an m-cycle for all m between 3 and |V (D)|. A vertex or an arc is pancyclic
in a digraph D, if it belongs to an m-cycle for all m between 3 and |V (D)|. A digraph D is vertex pancyclic or arc
pancyclic if every vertex or arc of D is pancyclic. A digraph D is even pancyclic if it contains cycles of all even length
between 4 and |V (D)|. If D is a digraph, then its underlying graph is the graph obtained by replacing each arc of D by
an (undirected) edge joining the same pair of vertices.
The distance dD(x, y) = d(x, y) from x to y is the length of a shortest path from x to y in D. The number d(D) =
max{d(x, y) | x, y ∈ V (D)} is the diameter of D. A setX ⊆ V (D) of vertices is independent if the induced subdigraph
D[X] has no arcs. The independence number (D)=  is the maximum size among the independent sets of vertices of
D. A digraph D is strongly connected or strong if, for each pair of vertices u and v, there is a path in D from u to v. A
digraph D with at least k + 1 vertices is k-connected if for any set A of at most k − 1 vertices, the subdigraph D − A
obtained by deleting A is strong. The connectivity of D, denoted by (D), is then deﬁned to be the largest value of k
such that D is k-connected. A vertex u of a strong digraph D is called non-critical if D − u is strong again.
If for each pair of partite sets in a multipartite tournament, the arcs have a common orientation from one partite set
to the other, then the digraph is a uniform multipartite tournament or an extended tournament. In some earlier papers,
uniform multipartite tournaments are called ordinary. A cycle-factor of a digraph D is a spanning subdigraph consisting
of disjoint cycles.
Many of the results in this paper are also valid for the more general class of semicomplete multipartite digraphs. A
semicomplete multipartite digraph is obtained by replacing each edge of a complete multipartite graph by an arc or by
a pair of two mutually opposite arcs. However, for the sake of clarity, we mostly deal with multipartite tournaments.
Tournaments are without doubt the best studied class of directed graphs. Next we list some of the classical results
on tournaments whose extensions to multipartite tournaments are explored in the succeeding sections.
Theorem 1.1 (Rédei [99]). Every tournament has a Hamiltonian path.
Theorem 1.2 (Moon [86]). Every strong tournament is vertex pancyclic.
Corollary 1.3 (Harary and Moser [64]). Every strong tournament is pancyclic.
Corollary 1.4 (Camion [25]). Every strong tournament is Hamiltonian.
As an application of Theorem1.2,Moon determined a lower bound for the number ofm-cycles in a strong tournament.
Theorem 1.5 (Moon [86]). Let T be a strongly connected tournament of order n. Then T contains at least n − m + 1
cycles of length m for 3mn.
If Qn is the family of tournaments of order n3, obtained by reversing the arcs in the unique Hamiltonian path of
a transitive tournament, then Moon [86] observed that each member of the family Qn has precisely n − m + 1 cycles
of length m. This shows that Theorem 1.5 is best possible.
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The next well-known proposition follows directly from Theorem 1.2. It was formulated and proved by Korvin [79]
in 1967.
Corollary 1.6. Every strong tournament of order n4 has at least two non-critical vertices.
In 1975, Las Vergnas [80] presented the following extension of Corollary 1.6.
Theorem 1.7 (Las Vergnas [80]). Every strong tournament of order n4 with exactly two non-critical vertices is
isomorphic to a member of Qn.
As an application of Theorem 1.7, Las Vergnas [80] has proved that for every integer m with 4mn− 1 only the
members of the family Qn have exactly n − m + 1 cycles of given length m. Examples show that this statement is no
longer true for m = 3 and n. Tournaments with a unique Hamiltonian cycle were ﬁrst characterized by Douglas [29],
and Burzio and Demaria [23] determined all strong tournaments with exactly n − 2 cycles of length 3.
As another generalization of Corollary 1.6, Tewes and Volkmann [115] have proved that every strong c-partite
tournament of order n4 has at least two non-critical vertices with exception of two families of 3-partite and two
families of bipartite tournaments.
For more information on non-critical vertices in strongly connected digraphs, we refer the reader to Rao and Ra-
machandra Rao [98] and Savchenko [103,105].
Next we will discuss the problem of pancyclic arcs in strong tournaments. We start with a result by Yao et al.[158].
Theorem 1.8 (Yao et al. [158]). Let T be a strong tournament.
(a) There exists a vertex u in T such that every arc out of u is arc pancyclic.
(b) If T is 2-connected, then all arcs out of vertices of minimum out-degree are pancyclic.
Theorem 1.8 (b) immediately implies a classical result of Alspach [2] on the special class of regular tournaments.
Theorem 1.9 (Alspach [2]). Every regular tournament is arc pancyclic.
In 1994, Moon [88] received for arbitrary strongly connected tournaments the following result on the number of
pancyclic arcs.
Theorem 1.10 (Moon [88]). Every strong tournament contains at least three pancyclic arcs.
Actually, Moon [88] proved the stronger result that the number of pancyclic arcs contained in the same Hamiltonian
cycle is at least three. Ten years later, Havet [65] has presented the following supplement of Theorem 1.10.
Theorem 1.11 (Havet [65]). Every k-strong (k2) tournament has at least 2k + 3 pancyclic arcs.
Recently Yeo [166] found a generalization of Theorem 1.8 (b) and thus also of Alspach’s Theorem 1.9.
Theorem 1.12 (Yeo [166]). Let T be a 2-strong tournament, containing an arc e= uv, such that d+(u)d+(v). Then
the arc e is pancylic.
Using Theorem 1.12, Yeo [166] presented for n7 an improvement of the bound given in Theorem 1.11, which also
conﬁrms a conjecture stated in [65].
Theorem 1.13 (Yeo [166]). Every k-strong (k2) tournament of order n has at least kn/2 pancyclic arcs.
The next result on the special class of almost regular tournaments by Jacobson [72] is a supplement toTheorem 1.9.
Theorem 1.14 (Jacobson [72]). If T is an almost regular tournament of order n8, then every arc of T is contained
in an m-cycle for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , n}.
For more information on tournaments and other generalizations of tournaments we refer the reader to Bang-Jensen
and Gutin [6–8], Beineke and Wilson [19], Bermond and Thomassen [20], Huang [69], Reid [101] and Reid and
Beineke [102].
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The remainder of the paper consists of 13 main sections: Connectivity, Cycles whose length does not exceed the
number of partite sets, Cycles through partite sets, Cycles and paths through arcs of all short lengths, Outpaths, Long
and longest cycles and paths, Hamiltonian cycles and paths, Hamiltonian cycles and paths through a given arc, Pancyclic
and vertex pancyclic multipartite tournaments, Cycles and paths with a given number of vertices from each partite set,
Complementary cycles, Cycles in 3-partite tournaments, Hamiltonian-connectedness.
2. Connectivity
In 1998, Yeo [160] derived the following lower bound for the connectivity of multipartite tournaments, depending
on the local irregularity and the independence number.
Theorem 2.1 (Yeo [160]). If D is a multipartite tournament, then
(D)
⌈ |V (D)| − (D) − 2il(D)
3
⌉
. (1)
A family of examples will demonstrate that Theorem 2.1 is best possible for regular multipartite tournaments D, i.e.,
for ig(D) = 0.
Example 2.2 (Volkmann [127]). Let q1 be an integer, and let c = 3q + 1. If t1 is an integer, then we deﬁne the
familyFq of c-partite tournaments with the partite sets W1,W2, . . . ,Wq and
Wq+1 = Aq+1 ∪ Bq+1, Wq+2 = Aq+2 ∪ Bq+2, . . . , Wc = Ac ∪ Bc
with 2|Ai |=2|Bi |=|Wj |=2t for i=q+1, q+2, . . . , c and j=1, 2, . . . , q as follows. The partite setsW1,W2, . . . ,Wq
induce a t (q − 1)-regular q-partite tournament H, the sets Aq+1, Aq+2, . . . , Ac induce a tq-regular (2q + 1)-partite
tournament A, and the sets Bq+1, Bq+2, . . . , Bc induce a tq-regular (2q + 1)-partite tournament B. In addition, assume
that H → AB → H . Obviously, if D ∈ Fq , then D is a 3qt-regular c-partite tournament with the separating set
V (H) and thus (D) = 2qt = (|V (D)| − (D))/3.
Since Yeo’s Theorem 2.1 is often used to solve problems depending on the global irregularity, it would be of interest
to solve the following problem.
Problem 2.3 (Volkmann and Winzen [143]). For each integer i0 ﬁnd all multipartite tournaments D with ig(D)= i
and
(D) =
⌈ |V (D)| − (D) − 2il(D)
3
⌉
.
Theorem 2.4 (Volkmann [127]). If D is a regular multipartite tournament, then
(D)
⌈ |V (D)| − (D) + 1
3
⌉
,
with exception that D is a member of the familyFq in Example 2.2.
Therefore Theorem 2.4 is a solution of Problem 2.3 for i = 0. Volkmann and Winzen studied in [143] the structure
of those multipartite tournaments which fulﬁll (1) with equality. These investigations lead to a complete solution of
Problem 2.3 for i = 1, to a short proof of Theorem 2.4 and to a better bound in the case that (D) is odd.
Theorem 2.5 (Volkmann and Winzen [143]). If D is a multipartite tournament such that (D) is odd, then
(D)
⌈ |V (D)| − (D) − 2il(D) + 1
3
⌉
.
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Note that especially for tournaments the global and local irregularity have the same value. Hence we speak in this
case shortly of the irregularity i(T ) of a tournament T.
Corollary 2.6 (Thomassen [118]). If T is a tournament with i(T )k, then
(T )
⌈ |V (T )| − 2k
3
⌉
.
In 2001, Henning and Oellermann [68] determined the minimum average connectivity among all orientations of
the complete multipartite graph Kr1,r2,...,rc and the maximum average connectivity when all partite sets have the same
order. The average connectivity is the average, over all ordered pairs of vertices, of the maximum number of internally
disjoint paths connecting these vertices.
3. Cycles whose length does not exceed the number of partite sets
The study of cycles whose length does not exceed the number of partite sets leads to various extensions and
generalizations of the above mentioned classical results on tournaments. The investigation of the cycle structure of
strong multipartite tournaments was initiated in 1976 by a result of Bondy [22] that includes Corollary 1.3 of Harary
and Moser.
Theorem 3.1 (Bondy [22]). Each strong c-partite tournament contains an m-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Theorem 3.1 is best possible in the sense that there exist strongly connected c-partite tournaments, which are not
themselves tournaments, with no cycle of length exceeding c.
Example 3.2 (Bondy [22]). Let A1, A2, . . . , Ac be the partite sets of a c-partite tournament H such that |A1| = 1, say
A1 = {a1}. If A2 → a1, a1 → Ai for 3 ic, and Aj → Ai for 2 i < jc, then H is strong but H has no m-cycle
for m>c (see Fig. 1).
In 1994, Guo and Volkmann [37] published the following common generalization of Bondy’s Theorem 3.1 and
Moon’s Theorem 1.2, which also contains a result of Gutin [47].
Theorem 3.3 (Guo and Volkmann [37]). Every partite set of a strongly connected c-partite tournament D has at least
one vertex that lies on a cycle of length m for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
A proof of Theorem 3.3 can also be found in the books by Chartrand and Lesniak [26, pp. 151–153] and by Volkmann
[119, pp. 106–107]. Recently, Havet et al. [66] have used Theorem 3.3 to prove the Hoàng–Reed conjecture for the
class of tournaments.
In 1999, Yeo [162] proved another extension of Bondy’s Theorem 3.1. This result and Theorem 3.3 are contained in
a very general result by Guo and Volkmann [39].
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. A 4p-regular 3-partite tournament with the property that the vertices of V ′′1 are not contained in a 3-cycle.
Theorem 3.4 (Guo and Volkmann [39]). Let D be a strongly connected c-partite tournament. Then every partite set of
D has at least one vertex which lies on a cycle Cm of length m for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c} such that V (C3) ⊂ V (C4) ⊂
· · · ⊂ V (Cc).
Some special cases of Theorem 3.4 can be found in the articles by Pan et al. [90] and Pan and Zhang [92].
Example 3.5. Let A1 = {a1}, A2 = {a2}, A3 = {a3}, and A4 = {x1, x2} be the partite sets of a 4-partite tournament
H such that x2a1a2x1a3x2 is a 5-cycle, x1 → a1 → a3 and a2 → {x2, a3}. Then H is strong, but the vertex x1 is not
contained in a 4-cycle.
This example demonstrates that not every vertex of a strong c-partite tournament is contained in cycles of each length
m for m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c} in general. However, this is valid for regular multipartite c-partite tournaments when c4,
as Zhou et al. [177] have proved. Volkmann [125] provided an example that shows that this is not valid for regular
3-partite tournaments in general.
Example 3.6 (Volkmann [125]). LetF be the inﬁnite family of 3-partite tournamentswith the partite setsV1=V ′1∪V ′′1 ,
V2 = V ′2 ∪ V ′′2 and V3 = V ′3 ∪ V ′′3 such that for some natural number p, the sets have sizes |V ′1| = 3p, |V ′′1 | = p and|V ′2| = |V ′′2 | = |V ′3| = |V ′′3 | = 2p. Furthermore, assume that V ′2 ∪ V ′3 as well as V ′′2 ∪ V ′′3 generate p-regular bipartite
tournaments D1 and D2 such that V (D2)V (D1), V (D2) → V ′′1 → V (D1) and V (D1) → V ′1 → V (D2) (see
Fig. 2). Obviously, each such digraph is 4p-regular, but the vertices of V ′′1 are not contained in a 3-cycle.
It may be noted that this is another example showing that Theorem 3.3 is not valid for all vertices. In view of Moon’s
Theorem 1.2, it is evident that in a strong uniform c-partite tournament every vertex is contained in an m-cycle for
each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}. Using Theorems 2.1 and 3.3, it is a simple matter to verify that every multipartite tournament
D with (D)(D) has also this property. Moreover, Tewes et al. [117] even proved that every vertex of an almost
regular c-partite tournament is contained in an m-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c} when c5. These results suggest
the following problems.
Problem 3.7 (Volkmann [125]). Determine other sufﬁcient conditions for strong c-partite tournaments such that every
vertex belongs to an m-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Characterize all strong c-partite tournaments with the property that every vertex belongs to an m-cycle for each
m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
As an extension of Theorem 1.5 by Moon [86], Volkmann presented in [125] the following result.
Theorem 3.8 (Volkmann [125]). LetD be a strongly connected c-partite tournament. ThenD contains at least c−m+1
cycles of length m for 3mc.
Corollary 3.9 (Goddard and Oellerman [31]). Let D be a strongly connected c-partite tournament. Then D contains
at least c − 2 cycles of length 3.
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Theorem 3.8 and some further results by Goddard and Oellermann [31] give rise to the following natural questions.
Problem 3.10 (Volkmann [125]). Given 4mc, are there examples of c-partite tournaments that are not tournaments
and have exactly c − m + 1 cycles of length m?
More generally, give a complete c-partite graph G and 4mc. Is there a strong orientation of G with exactly
c − m + 1 cycles of length m, unless G is a member of a ﬁnite family of complete multipartite graphs?
Inspired by Problem 3.10, Gutin and Raﬁey [56] presented the following results and closely related problems.
Problem 3.11 (Gutin and Raﬁey [56]). Let 3mc and c4. Are there strong c-partite tournaments, which are not
themselves tournaments, with exactly c − m + 1 cycles of length m for two values of m?
Example 3.12 (Gutin and Raﬁey [56]). Let D be a c-partite tournament and let 4mc. Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the
partite sets of D and let vi ∈ Vi for i = 1, 2, . . . , c. If D satisﬁes the following conditions, then it has exactly c−m+ 1
cycles of length m.
(1) |Vi | = 1 for every i = c − m + 2.
(2) C = v1v2 . . . vcv1 is a c-cycle.
(3) For every s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c − 2} and r ∈ {s + 2, s + 3, . . . , c}, we have vr → vs .
(4) vc → (Vc−m+2 − {vc−m+2}){v1, v2, . . . , vc−1}.
Proof. By Conditions (2) and (3), the only path from vertex vs to vr , r > s in D[V (C)] is vsvs+1 . . . vr , which has
r + 1 − s vertices. Therefore D[V (C)] has c − m + 1 cycles of length m. It remains to show that there is no m-cycle
C′ that contains a vertex x ∈ Vc−m+2 − {vc−m+2}. Assume that C′ = xx1x2 . . . xm−1x is an m-cycle through x. By
Conditions (1) and (4) the only vertex that dominates a vertex in Vc−m+2 − {vc−m+2} is vc. Therefore all the vertices
in V (C′) − {x} are in V (C). Also xm−1 = vc.
Let x1 = vk . By Conditions (2) and (3), the only path in D[V (C)] from vk to vc is vkvk+1 . . . vc, which has c+ 1− k
vertices. So we have c + 1 − k = m − 1, i.e., k = c − m + 2. But we have x → x1 = vc−m+2. This is a contradiction
because vc−m+2 and x are in the same partite set. From the above we conclude that D has exactly c − m + 1 cycles of
length m. 
Problem 3.13 (Gutin and Raﬁey [56]). Let m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}. Find a characterization of strong c-partite tournaments
having exactly c − m + 1 cycles of length m.
This problem seems to be especially interesting for the case m = c. Tournaments with a unique Hamiltonian cycle
were ﬁrst characterized by Douglas [29]. The next theorem, based on Theorem 3.3, might well be of interest for solving
the last problem.
Theorem 3.14 (Gutin and Raﬁey [56]). Let m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c} and let D be a strong c-partite tournament that has an
m-cycle containing vertices from less than m partite sets. Then D has more than c − m + 1 cycles of length m.
Using Theorems 3.14, 3.8 as well as Theorem 4.4 in the next section, Gutin and Raﬁey received the following
result.
Theorem 3.15 (Gutin and Raﬁey [56]). There are no strong c-partite tournaments, c4, which are not themselves
tournaments, with exactly one cycle of length c and two cycles of length c − 1.
In connection with Problem 3.13, Gutin et al. [57] characterized the strongly connected c-partite tournaments that are
not tournaments with a unique c-cycle for c3. In addition, the authors show that their characterization is polynomial
time veriﬁable.
At the end of this section we will present a problem which is more general than Problem 3.11. Because of Theorem
3.15, we only formulate it for mc − 1.
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Problem 3.16. Let 3mc − 1 and c5. Are there strong c-partite tournaments, which are not themselves tourna-
ments, with exactly c − m + 1 cycles of length m for 2kc − 3 values of m?
4. Cycles through partite sets
We start with a generalization of a 1984 result by Balakrishnan and Paulraja [4] on c-cycles through at most c − 1
partite sets in strong c-partite tournaments.
Theorem 4.1 (Guo andVolkmann [38]). Let D be a strong c-partite tournament. If D has a k-cycle containing vertices
from exactly l partite sets, where l < c, then D has a cycle of each length t such that k tc + (k − l).
Corollary 4.2 (Balakrishnan and Paulraja [4]). Let D be a strongly connected c-partite tournament. If D has a c-cycle
that visits at most c − 1 partite sets, then D also contains a (c + 1)-cycle.
Corollary 4.3 (Gutin and Raﬁey [55]). If a strong c-partite tournament, c3, has a k-cycle containing vertices from
less than k partite sets, then D has an m-cycle with m>c.
Yet another interesting generalization of Moon’s Theorem 1.2 is due to Goddard and Oellermann [31] in 1991. A
proof of this theorem can also be found in the book of Volkmann [134, pp. 87–88].
Theorem 4.4 (Goddard and Oellermann [31]). Every vertex of a strongly connected c-partite tournament D belongs
to a cycle that contains vertices from exactly m partite sets for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Inspired by this theorem, Guo and Kwak [34] studied cycles containing a given arc and vertices from exactly mc
partite sets in regular c-partite tournaments.
Theorem 4.5 (Guo and Kwak [34]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c3, then
(i) every arc of D belongs to a cycle that contains vertices from 3 or 4 partite sets,
(ii) if c5 or the cardinality common to all the partite sets of D is odd, then every arc of D belongs to a cycle that
contains vertices from exactly 3 partite sets.
Using Theorem 4.5 as basis of induction, these authors have shown the following.
Theorem 4.6 (Guo and Kwak [34]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with 3c5, then every arc of D belongs
to a cycle that contains vertices from exactly m partite sets for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Theorem 4.7 (Guo and Kwak [34]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c4, then every arc of D belongs to
a cycle that contains vertices from exactly m partite sets for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c}.
One can ﬁnd Theorem 4.7 also in an article of Pan and Zhang [93]. In a special case, Guo and Kwak improved
Theorem 4.7.
Theorem 4.8 (Guo and Kwak [34]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament with c3. If the cardinality common to
all the partite sets of D is odd, then every arc of D belongs to a cycle that contains vertices from exactly m partite sets
for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Since every partite set of a tournament has cardinality one, Theorem 4.8 immediately implies Alspach’s Theorem
1.9, that states that every regular tournament is arc pancyclic. In 2004, Volkmann and Winzen [139] extended these
results by Guo and Kwak to almost regular c-partite tournaments which have at least two vertices in each partite set.
We only present the main results in [139] and two open problems.
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Theorem 4.9 (Volkmann and Winzen [139]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament with c3. If there are
at least two vertices in each partite set, then every arc of D belongs to a cycle that contains vertices from 3 or 4 partite
sets.
The next example will demonstrate that Theorem 4.9 is not valid in general when there is a partite set of cardinality
one.
Let V1 = {u}, V2 = {x1, x2} and V3 = {y1, y2} be the partite sets of the almost regular 3-partite tournament D such
that x1 → y1 → x2 → y2 → u → x2 and y2 → x1 → u → y1. Then the arc x1y1 is not contained in any cycle of
exactly 3 (and clearly also not four) partite sets.
Theorem 4.10 (Volkmann and Winzen [139]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament with c4. If there are
at least two vertices in each partite set, then every arc of D belongs to a cycle that contains vertices from exactly m
partite sets for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c}.
Now we will present an example that shows that Theorem 4.10 is not valid in general when there exist partite sets
of cardinality one.
Let V1 = {u}, V2 = {v}, V3 = {x} and V4 = {y1, y2} be the partite sets of the almost regular 4-partite tournament D
such that u → y1 → v → y2 → x → v → u → x → y1 and y2 → u. Then the arc uy1 belongs to cycles with
vertices from exactly 3 partite sets, but not to a cycle with vertices from exactly 4 partite sets.
Problem 4.11 (Volkmann and Winzen [139]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with ig(D) i and at least r vertices in
each partite set. For all i, ﬁnd the smallest values g(i) and f (i, g(i)) with the property that every arc of D belongs to a
cycle that contains vertices from exactly m partite sets for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c} when rg(i) and cf (i, g(i)).
In view of Theorems 4.7 and 4.10, we obtain g(0) = 1 and f (0, 1) = 4 as well as g(1) = 2 and f (1, 2) = 4.
Problem 4.12 (Volkmann and Winzen [139]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with ig(D) i and r vertices in each
partite set. For all i, c and r, ﬁnd optimal values g1(i, c, r) and g2(i, c, r) such that every arc of D belongs to a cycle
that contains vertices from exactly m partite sets for all g1(i, c, r)mg2(i, c, r).
5. Cycles and paths through arcs of all short lengths
In this section we present results about cycles and paths through arcs whose length does not exceed the number of
partite sets. We start with a general result for all strongly connected multipartite tournaments.
Theorem 5.1 (Volkmann [126]). If D is a strongly connected c-partite tournament, then every arc of D is contained
in a path of order 	(c + 3)/2
.
Corollary 5.2 (Volkmann [126]). If T is a strongly connected tournament of order n, then every arc of T is contained
in a path of order 	(n + 3)/2
.
Theorem 5.3 (Volkmann [126]). If D is a strongly connected c-partite tournament such that there are at least two
vertices in each partite set, then every arc of D is contained in a path of order 	(c + 5)/2
.
Volkmann [126] presents various families of examples that show that Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 as well as Corollary
5.2 are best possible. Inspired by this paper, Busch et al. [24] published in 2006 an article entitled “On arc-traceable
tournaments”.
Since it is very easy to see that every arc in a regular tournament is contained in a 3-cycle, the next result is an
extension of Alspach’s Theorem 1.9.
Theorem 5.4 (Guo [32]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament. If every arc of D is contained in a 3-cycle, then
every arc of D belongs to an m-cycle for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c}.
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Fig. 3. A 16-regular 5-partite tournament with the property that the arc uv is not contained in a 4-cycle.
The next example will show that it is not true in general that every arc of a regular c-partite tournament is contained
in a 3-cycle.
Example 5.5. Let C,C′ and C′′ be three induced cycles of length 4 such that C → C′ → C′′ → C. The resulting
6-partite tournament D1 is 5-regular, however, no arc of the three cycles C,C′ and C′′ is contained in a 3-cycle.
Let H,H1 and H2 be three copies of D1 such that H → H1 → H2 → H . The resulting 18-partite tournament is
17-regular, but no arc of the cycles corresponding to the cycles C,C′ and C′′ is contained in a 3-cycle.
If we continue this process, we arrive at regular c-partite tournaments with arbitrary large c, which contain arcs that
do not belong to any 3-cycle.
In 2002, Zhou and Zhang [180] generalized Theorem 5.4 for c6.
Theorem 5.6 (Zhou and Zhang [180]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c6, then every arc of D belongs
to an m-cycle for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c}.
In the same year, Volkmann [124] published a result that includes Theorem 5.6.
Theorem 5.7 (Volkmann [124]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc
such that |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc|. If c6, then every arc of D belongs to an m-cycle for each m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c}.
It may be noted that an almost regular c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc such that |V1| =
|V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r is regular if and only if c is odd or c and r are even. An example will show that c6 is necessary
in Theorem 5.6 as well as in Theorem 5.7.
Example 5.8 (Volkmann [125], Zhou and Zhang [180]). Let V1 ={u}∪V ′1 with |V ′1|= 7, V2 ={v}∪V ′2 with |V ′2|= 7,
V3 with |V3| = 8, V4 = V ′4 ∪ V ′′4 with |V ′4| = |V ′′4 | = 4 and V5 = V ′5 ∪ V ′′5 with |V ′5| = |V ′′5 | = 4 be the partite sets
of a 5-partite tournament such that u → v → (V ′′4 ∪ V ′′5 ) → (V ′1 ∪ V ′2) → (V ′4 ∪ V ′5) → u → (V ′′4 ∪ V ′′5 ),
(V ′4 ∪ V ′5) → v → V3 → u → V ′2 → V3 → V ′1 → V ′2,V ′4 → V ′′5 , V ′5 → V ′′4 and (V ′4 ∪ V ′5) → V3 → (V ′′4 ∪ V ′′5 ).
Furthermore, we choose the arcs betweenV ′4 andV ′5 and betweenV
′′
4 andV
′′
5 such that the induced bipartite tournaments
are 2-regular (see Fig. 3). The resulting 5-partite tournament is 16-regular, however, the arc uv is not contained in a
4-cycle.
Theorem 5.9 (Volkmann [128]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament. If c8 or if c = 7 and there are at
least two vertices in every partite set, then every arc of D is contained in a 4-cycle.
Examples in [128] show that these conditions are best possible. The great difference between Theorems 5.9 and
5.7 consists of the fact that in an arbitrary almost regular c-partite tournament ||Vj | − |Vi || = 2 is possible, where
V1, V2, . . . , Vc are the partite sets.
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A digraph D is said to be strongly k-path-connected if for any two distinct vertices x, y ∈ V (D) there is a path of
order k from x to y and from y to x in D. With the help of Theorem 5.9, Stella et al. [111] have proved an extension of
this theorem.
Theorem 5.10 (Stella et al. [111]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament. If c8 or if c= 7 and there are
at least two vertices in every partite set, then D is strongly 4-path connected.
UsingTheorem5.9 as the basis of induction,Volkmann andWinzen [138,142] have proved an extension of Jacobson’s
Theorem 1.14.
Theorem 5.11 (Volkmann and Winzen [138,142]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament. If c8 or if
c = 7 and there are at least two vertices in every partite set, then every arc of D is contained in an m-cycle for each
m ∈ {4, 5, . . . , c}.
In connection with the results in this section and these one on pancyclic arcs in strong tournaments in Section 1, one
of the anonymous referees posed the following natural problem, and he pointed out the subsequently observation.
Find sufﬁcient conditions for strong c-partite (c3) tournaments underwhich there exists at least one arc that belongs
to an m-cycle for every m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Observation 5.12. Let D be a strong c-partite tournament whose longest cycle has length c (the family H in Example
3.2 belongs to this class of digraphs). If C is a cycle of length c, then, according to Corollary 4.2, D[V (C)] is a
tournament. Applying now Theorem 1.10 to the tournament D[V (C)], it follows that D has at least three arcs that
belong to an m-cycle for every m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Theorem 3.4 immediately implies that every strong c-partite tournaments with c4 has at least one arc that belongs
to a 3-cycle and 4-cycle. Inspired by this observation and the problem given above, I have recently presented a complete
answer to the question of the referee. The following result even shows a little bit more.
Theorem 5.13 (Volkmann [137]). If D is a strong c-partite tournament with c3, then D contains at least one arc
that belongs to an m-cycle Cm for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c} such that V (C3) ⊂ V (C4) ⊂ · · · ⊂ V (Cc).
Corollary 5.14 (Volkmann [137]). If D is a strong c-partite tournament with c3, then D contains an arc that belongs
to an m-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
These results extend Theorem 3.1 of Bondy as well as Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 of Harary and Moser and Camion. In
our next conjecture we present a possible improvement of Corollary 5.14.
Conjecture 5.15 (Volkmann [137]). If D is a strong c-partite tournament with c3, then D contains at least three arcs
that belong to an m-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
6. Outpaths
In 1999, Guo [33] deﬁned an outpath of a vertex x (an arc xy, respectively) in a digraph as a path starting at x (xy,
respectively) such that x dominates the end-vertex of the path only if the end-vertex also dominates x. An outpath of
length k is called a k-outpath.
Note that an outpath of an arc xy in a multipartite tournament is a path starting with xy such that x does not dominate
the end-vertex of the path. The ﬁrst result by Guo [33] includes Theorem 1.2 of Moon.
Theorem 6.1 (Guo [33]). Let D be a strongly connected c-partite tournament with c3. Then every vertex v of D has
a (k − 1)-outpath for each k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
Theorem 6.2 (Guo [33]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament with c3.Then every arc of D has a (k−1)-outpath
for each k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}.
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Since an arc of a tournament belongs to a k-cycle if and only if it has a (k − 1)-outpath, Theorem 6.2 is a further
generalization of Alspach’s Theorem 1.9 for regular tournaments. A generalization of Theorem 6.1 can be found in
an article by Pan and Zhang [92]. Corresponding to Theorem 1.14 by Jacobson on almost regular tournaments, the
following result have been proved.
Theorem 6.3 (Zhou and Zhang [179]). Let D be an almost regular, but not regular c-partite tournament with
c8. If each partite set contains at least two vertices, then every arc of D has a (k − 1)-outpath for each k ∈
{4, 5, . . . , c}.
The next result by Yeo [168] represents a strong extension and improvement of Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.4 (Yeo [168]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament with c8 and |V (D)|107. Then every
arc of D has a (k − 1)-outpath for each k ∈ {4, 5, . . . , |V (D)|}.
Conjecture 6.5 (Yeo [168]). IfD is a c-partite tournament with c5ig(D)+3, then every arc ofD has a (k−1)-outpath
for each k ∈ {4, 5, . . . , |V (D)|}.
7. Long and longest cycles and paths
In this section we studywhat is known on longest paths and cycles and about cycles whose length exceeds the number
of partite sets. This eventually leads us to the difﬁcult question of sufﬁcient conditions for Hamiltonian cycles.
Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a c-partite tournament D and xi ∈ Vi arbitrary vertices for 1 ic. Since
the induced subdigraph T = D[{x1, x2, . . . , xc}] is a tournament, Rédei’s Theorem 1.1 immediately leads to our ﬁrst
result.
Proposition 7.1. Every c-partite tournament D has a path of order c.
Let H be the c-partite tournament with the partite sets A1, A2, . . . , Ac such that Ai → Aj for 1 i < jc. The
longest path in H has order c, and thus Proposition 7.1 is best possible.
In 1999, Volkmann [121] characterized the c-partite tournaments which have a longest path of order c. As we have
seen by Bondy’s Theorem 3.1, each strong c-partite tournament contains a c-cycle when c3. In 2004, Gutin and
Raﬁey [55] characterized the strongly connected c-partite tournaments in which a longest cycle is of length c, and thus
they settle a problem of Volkmann [121]. The proof of this characterization is based on Corollary 4.3.
The next interesting theorem by Gutin [49] leads to a polynomial algorithm that can ﬁnd the order of a longest path
in a multipartite tournament.
Theorem 7.2 (Gutin [49]). The length of a longest path in a multipartite tournament equals the maximal number of
vertices in a collection consisting of a path and a number of cycles all vertex disjoint.
Corollary 7.3 (Gutin [44]). A multipartite tournament has a Hamiltonian path, if and only if it has a spanning
subdigraph consisting of a path and a collection of cycles all vertex disjoint.
Example 3.2 shows that not all strong multipartite tournaments are Hamiltonian, but all of them have the following
nice property.
Theorem 7.4 (Guo et al. [35]). Every vertex of a strongly connected multipartite tournament is contained in a longest
cycle.
If the length of a longest cycle in a strong c-partite tournament D equals c, then Theorem 4.1 or Corollary 4.3 shows
that any cycle in D contains no pair of vertices from the same partite set. Since, by Theorem 7.4, every vertex of D is
contained in a longest cycle, every vertex of D belongs to a strong subtournament of order c. Thus Moon’s Theorem
1.2 leads to the following result, pointed out independently by Savchenko [104] and one of the referees.
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Proposition 7.5. Let D be a strong c-partite tournament such that the longest cycle is of length c. Then every vertex
of D belongs to an m-cycle for each m = 3, 4, . . . , c.
Applying Theorem 1.10, we conclude from Proposition 7.5 that if the length of a longest cycle in a strong c-partite
tournament D equals c, then it contains at least three arcs which belong to an m-cycle for each m = 3, 4, . . . , c.
A result analogous to Theorem 7.4, namely that every vertex of a multipartite tournament is contained in a longest
path, was proved by Volkmann [121] in 1999. The next very attractive connection between longest paths and longest
cycles in strong multipartite tournaments settles a conjecture of Volkmann [123] in afﬁrmative.
Theorem 7.6 (Gutin andYeo [62]). Let D be a strongly connected multipartite tournament. If p is the order of a longest
path and s is the number of vertices in a longest cycle in D, then p2s − 1.
The c-partite tournament of Bondy’s Example 3.2 with |Ai |2 for i2 shows that this bound is sharp, because in
this digraph p = 2s − 1 = 2c − 1.
IfC is a longest cycle in a strongly connectedmultipartite tournamentD, thenAyel (cf. [71]) has shown thatD−V (C)
contains no cycle. A similar observation that D − V (P ) contains no cycle when P is a longest path in a multipartite
tournament D was made by Volkmann [121]. This follows immediately from Corollary 7.3 (a proof of Corollary 7.3
can also be found in Volkmann [134, p. 89]).
The study of cycles whose length exceeds the number of partite sets was initiated again by Bondy [22].
Theorem 7.7 (Bondy [22]). Let D be a strongly connected c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc.
If there are at least two vertices in every partite set Vi for 1 ic, then D has an m-cycle with m>c.
Letting each Ai for i > 1 have size 2 in the multipartite tournament H in Bondy’s Example 3.2 shows that the
hypothesis |Vi |2 for all i in Theorem 7.7 cannot be weakened. Improvements and supplements of Bondy’s Theorem
7.7 for multipartite tournaments with at least two vertices in each partite set were obtained by Gutin [42] as well as by
Guo et al. [35].
In 1976, Bondy [22] raised the problem: When c5, does every strong c-partite tournament in which each partite set
has at least two vertices contain a (c+1)-cycle? Gutin [40] and Balakrishnan and Paulraja [4] presented independently
a multipartite tournament that does not. In 1996, Guo and Volkmann [38] gave a complete solution of Bondy’s problem.
The highly non-trivial proof is based on Theorems 3.1 and 4.1.
Theorem 7.8 (Goddard et al. [30]). Let C be an m-cycle of a c-partite tournament D that contains vertices from at
least three distinct partite sets. If m5, then D contains a cycle of length m − 2 or m − 3.
Goddard et al. [30] showed that Theorem 7.8 is best possible in the following sense. Given m= 3s for some integer
s1, there is a c-partite tournament having cycles of length m and m − 3, but no (m − 2)-cycle. In addition, for each
odd integer m9, there exists a c-partite tournament having cycles of length m and m − 2, but no (m − 3)-cycle. In
our next conjecture we present a possible improvement of the last theorem.
Conjecture 7.9 (Guo and Volkmann (cf. [125])). Given c4, let C be an m-cycle of an c-partite tournament D that
contains vertices from at least four distinct partite sets. If m5, then D contains a cycle of length m − 1 or m − 2.
In 1999, Tewes and Volkmann [115] and Tewes [114] conﬁrmed this conjecture for the cases that the subdigraph
induced by the vertices of the cycle C is not 2-connected and that it is 2-connected but not 3-connected, respectively.
The next theorem shows immediately that various of the above mentioned results are also valid for the more general
class of semicomplete multipartite digraphs (for example, Theorems 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.8, 4.4, 7.4 and 7.7).
Theorem 7.10 (Volkmann [123]). Let D be a strongly connected semicomplete c-partite digraph with a longest cycle
C. Then D contains a strongly connected spanning c-partite tournament that also has C as a longest cycle if and only
if D is not an element of the family of semicomplete bipartite digraphs having partite sets X and Y such that |X| = 1
and X → Y → X.
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The proof of Theorem 7.10 makes use of the next lemma, which is a reformulation of a theorem by Boesch and
Tindell [21] whose short proof is given by Volkmann in [123].
Lemma 7.11. Let D be a strong digraph, and let uvu be a 2-cycle in D. Then at least one of the digraphs D − uv and
D − vu is strong if and only if the underlying graph of D − {uv, vu} is connected.
According to Ore [89], a digraph D has a cycle-factor if and only if |N+D(S)| |S| for each subset S ⊆ V (D). In
1999, Yeo [163] rewrote this condition in the following very useful form.
Theorem 7.12 (Yeo [163]). A digraph D has no cycle-factor if and only if its vertex set V (D) can be partioned into
four subsets Y,Z,R1 and R2 such that
R1Y, (R1 ∪ Y )R2,
Y is an independent set and |Y |> |Z|.
The short proof of this theorem can also be found in [60,134]. The next theorem, an analogue to Theorem 7.10 for
paths, is based on Lemma 7.11 and Theorem 7.12.
Theorem 7.13 (Gutin et al. [59]). Let D be a strongly connected semicomplete multipartite digraph, and let p be the
length of a longest path in D. Then D contains a strongly connected spanning oriented subgraph with a path of length
at least p − 2, if D is not an element of the family of semicomplete bipartite digraphs having partite sets X and Y such
that |X| = 1 and X → Y → X.
Examples by Gutin et al. [59] demonstrate that the bound in Theorem 7.13 is sharp.
8. Hamiltonian cycles and paths
Rédei’s Theorem 1.1 and Camion’s Corollary 1.4 say that each tournament has a Hamiltonian path and that a
tournament is Hamiltonian if and only if it is strong, respectively. Different examples, mentioned above, show that
these results are not true for multipartite tournaments in general. Corollary 7.3 by Gutin [44] was the ﬁrst necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for multipartite tournaments having a Hamiltonian path. Characterizations of Hamiltonian
multipartite tournaments seem to be interesting but also difﬁcult.
Gutin [41] and Häggkvist and Manoussakis [63] gave independently a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for the
existence of a Hamiltonian cycle in bipartite tournaments, and Gutin [46] characterized the family of Hamiltonian
uniform multipartite tournaments.
Theorem 8.1 (Gutin [41], Häggkvist and Manoussakis [63]). A bipartite tournament is Hamiltonian if and only if it
is strong and has a cycle-factor.
Theorem 8.2 (Gutin [46,48]). An uniform multipartite tournament is Hamiltonian if and only if it is strong and has a
cycle-factor.
We point out here that this simple characterization does not hold for c-partite tournaments in general, as the following
example shows.
Example 8.3. Let H be the multipartite tournament consisting of the four sets A1, A2, B1, B2, each of size p, such
that the set A1 ∪ B1 will remain an independent set. Now we choose arcs between A1 and A2 and between B1 and B2
such that the induced bipartite tournaments contain Hamiltonian cycles C1 and C2, respectively. Furthermore, assume
that A1 → B2 and A2 → B1. Finally, let H [A2 ∪ B2] be an arbitrarily k-partite tournament with 2k2p such that
there exists at least one arc from B2 to A2 (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4.
By construction, the multipartite tournament H is strongly connected, and H has a cycle-factor consisting of the two
disjoint cycles C1 and C2. If there would be a Hamiltonian cycle in H, then every second vertex on it would belong to
A1 ∪ B1. But this is impossible, because every path from B1 to A1 passes through B2 and A2.
The ﬁrst sufﬁcient condition for multipartite tournaments to be Hamiltonian was given by Jackson [71] in the
following implicit form.
Theorem 8.4 (Jackson [71]). Every oriented graph D with +, −k2 on at most 2k + 2 vertices is Hamiltonian.
The oriented graphs satisfying Theorem 8.4 are all multipartite tournaments. The minimum degree bounds force at
least 2k + 1 vertices. If equality holds, then the digraph is a tournament, and when there are 2k + 2 vertices it is a
multipartite tournament in which each partite set has at most two vertices.
Following up a paper byBang-Jensen et al. [10], Yeo [159] proved in 1997 a very strong condition on the arcs between
the cycles of a cycle-factor with the minimum number of cycles (called a minimal cycle-factor) for non-Hamiltonian
multipartite tournaments. This paper of Yeo [159] is really a major contribution with signiﬁcant impact to this theory,
and it has been used in a lot of papers on this topic. Now we present a simpler version of Yeo’s main theorem (cf.
Theorem 8.5).
Let C be a cycle in a digraph D. For a vertex x ∈ V (C), the predecessor and the successor of x on C are denoted by
x− and x+, respectively.
Theorem 8.5 (Yeo [159]). Let D be a multipartite tournament having a cycle-factor but no Hamiltonian cycle. Then
there exists a partite set V ∗ of D and an indexing C1, C2, . . . , Ct of the cycles of some minimal cycle-factor of D such
that for all arcs xy from Cj to C1 for 2j t , we have {x+, y−} ⊆ V ∗.
In 1989, Zhang [171] conjectured that every regular multipartite tournament is Hamiltonian, and he gave support for
this conjecture by proving that every such multipartite tournament contains a Hamiltonian path, even a cycle omitting
at most one vertex. With the help of a special case of Theorem 8.5, Yeo [159] was able to prove this conjecture of
Zhang.
Theorem 8.6 (Yeo [159]). Every regular multipartite tournament D is Hamiltonian.
Combining his results with a theorem of Bang-Jensen et al. [11] on arbitrary k-connected digraphs, Yeo obtained the
next two statements.
Theorem 8.7 (Yeo [159]). Let D be a (q/2 + 1)-connected multipartite tournament such that (D)q. If D has a
cycle-factor, then D is Hamiltonian.
Theorem 8.8 (Yeo [159]). Let D be a k-connected multipartite tournament, and let X be an arbitrary set of vertices in
D with at most k vertices from each partite set. Then there exists a cycle C in D with X ⊆ V (C).
Some special cases of Theorem 8.8, stated in the next two corollaries, are of particular interest.
Corollary 8.9 (Yeo [159]). A k-connected multipartite tournament has a cycle through any set of k vertices.
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Corollary 8.10 (Yeo [159]). If D is a multipartite tournament with (D)(D), then D is Hamiltonian.
Note that these two corollaries are analogues of classical results for undirected graphs. The ﬁrst one is analogous
to a theorem of Dirac [28], that a k-connected graph has a cycle through any k vertices, and the second one to the
Chvátal–Erdös sufﬁcient condition for Hamiltonian cycles [27].
Corollary 8.9 was conjectured by Bang-Jensen et al. [11], and Corollary 8.10 was conjectured by Guo and Volkmann
(cf. Volkmann [120]).
In 1998, Bang-Jensen et al. [13] obtained a polynomial algorithm that can ﬁnd a Hamiltonian cycle in a multipartite
tournament D in O(|V (D)|)7 time. In order to prove this algorithm, the authors use the main results from [159] heavily.
For more information on the algorithmic aspects of multipartite tournaments, see for example Gutin [51] and Yeo [164].
In [36], Guo et al. could relax the condition in Theorem 8.6 that the multipartite tournament is regular. Yeo [163]
has also done some work using the irregularity of multipartite tournaments. The next result is the main theorem in his
excellent paper [163].
Theorem 8.11 (Yeo [163]). LetV1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a c-partite tournamentD such that |V1| |V2| · · ·
 |Vc|. If either (2) or (3) below holds, then D is Hamiltonian.
il(D) min
{
|V (D)| − 3|Vc| + 1, |V (D)| − |Vc−1| − 2|Vc| + 22
}
, (2)
ig(D)
|V (D)| − |Vc−1| − 2|Vc| + 2
2
. (3)
Yeo [163] constructed examples showing that this theorem is best possible. An important consequence of Theorem
8.11 is the following result, which is used heavily in Yeo [162] and [169] for investigations of the vertex pancyclicity
of regular multipartite tournaments (see Section 10).
Theorem 8.12 (Yeo [162]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament and let w be an arbitrary vertex of D. Then w is
contained in an m-cycle for all m satisfying
|V (D)| 2c − 2
3c − 5 +
2c
3c − 5m |V (D)|.
As mentioned above, Zhang [171] has shown that every regular multipartite tournament has a Hamiltonian path.
This follows easily from Corollary 7.3 and the fact that a regular digraph has a cycle-factor (cf. [151]) or directly from
the more general Theorem 8.6. Also here is the natural question, how close to regular must a multipartite tournament
be to secure a Hamiltonian path? The following observation plays an important role for the answer of this question.
Lemma 8.13 (Tewes et al. [117]). If D is a c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc such that
|V1| |V2| · · ·  |Vc|, then |Vc| |V1| + 2ig(D).
Using Lemma 8.13, Theorem 7.12 and some structural results by Yeo [163], Volkmann and Winzen [141] have given
in 2004 the following bound for the existence of a Hamiltonian path.
Theorem 8.14 (Volkmann and Winzen [141]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a c-partite tournament D such
that 1r = |V1| |V2| · · ·  |Vc|. If
c max
{
2,
4ig(D) − 5
r
+ 3
}
,
then D contains a Hamiltonian path.
With the help of Theorem 8.14 and an article of Volkmann [131] on bipartite tournaments, Volkmann and Winzen
[141] proved:
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Theorem 8.15 (Volkmann and Winzen [141]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a c-partite tournament D such
that |V1| |V2| · · ·  |Vc|.
(i) If ig(D) = 1, then D contains a Hamiltonian path if and only if c3 or c = 2 and |V2| |V1| + 1.
(ii) If ig(D) = 2 and c5, then D contains a Hamiltonian path.
Furthermore, Volkmann and Winzen [141] showed that the bound c5 in Theorem 8.15 ii) is best possible, and they
posed the following problem.
Problem 8.16 (Volkmann andWinzen [141]). For all i ﬁnd the smallest value h(i), with the property that every c-partite
tournament D with ig(D) i and ch(i) has a Hamiltonian path.
According to Theorems 8.6 and 8.15, it is shown that h(0) = 2, h(1) = 3 and h(2) = 5.
As a supplement of Theorem 8.15, Stella et al. [112] presented recently the following result.
Theorem 8.17 (Stella et al. [112]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with ig(D)3. If c4ig(D)−4, then D contains
a Hamiltonian path. Moreover, for each integer i3 and c = 4i − 5, there exists a c-partite tournament Di without a
Hamiltonian path.
Theorem 8.17 leads to h(i) = 4i − 4 for i3, and thus Problem 8.16 is solved completely. However, in [112] the
reader can ﬁnd a more general problem on the so called path covering number (see also [60]).
Combining Theorems 3.1, 8.7 and 8.8, Tewes and Volkmann [116] proved the following supplement to Theorem 7.6
of Gutin and Yeo [62]. This improves their inequality when a connectivity condition is added.
Theorem 8.18 (Tewes and Volkmann [116]). Let D be a strongly connected multipartite tournament with (D) =
(D) − 1. If p is the number of vertices in a longest path and s is the number of vertices in a longest cycle in D, then
(D)p((D) + 1)s − (D).
Conjecture 8.19 (Volkmann [125]). Let D be a strongly connected multipartite tournament with (D)< (D). If p is
the number of vertices in a longest path and s is the number of vertices in a longest cycle in D, then (D)p((D)+
1)s − (D).
Theorems 8.18 and 7.6 give support to Conjecture 8.19, and the next example shows that this conjecture would be
best possible.
Example 8.20 (Volkmann [125]). Let A1, A2, . . . , Ac be the partite sets of a c-partite tournament H such that c3,
|A1|=|A2|=· · ·=|Ac−1|=k+1 and |Ac|=qk. IfAi → Aj for 1 i < jc, except thatAc → A1, then (H)=q,
s = cq and p = cq + c − 1. This immediately implies (H)p = q(cq + c − 1)= ((H)+ 1)s − (H), and therefore
we have equality in the inequality of Conjecture 8.19.
It should be noted that in the case (D)(D), Corollary 8.10 implies that the multipartite tournament D is
Hamiltonian and thus p = s = |V (D)|. Furthermore, we think that Conjecture 8.19 is also valid for the more general
class of semicomplete multipartite digraphs. Nevertheless, there remains the overall problem:
Problem 8.21 (Volkmann [125]). Characterize all Hamiltonian c-partite tournaments (or semicomplete multipartite
digraphs).
For further results on long cycles or Hamiltonian cycles in bipartite tournaments we refer the reader to Amar
and Manoussakis [3], Bang-Jensen and Manoussakis [14], Beineke and Little [18], Gutin [41,51], Häggkvist and
Manoussakis [63], Li et al. [81], Manoussakis [85], Wang [153,154], Zhang [170], and Zhang et al. [175].
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Fig. 5. The almost regular bipartite tournament B3,3.
9. Hamiltonian cycles and paths through a given arc
Our ﬁrst statement in this section follows from a more general result by Amar and Manoussakis [3] as well as by
Wang [152].
Theorem 9.1 (Amar and Manoussakis [3], Wang [152]). Every arc of a regular bipartite tournament is contained in
a Hamiltonian cycle.
As an application of Theorem 8.11, Volkmann and Yeo [151] gave a sharp sufﬁcient condition for a Hamiltonian
path, starting with a given arc.
Theorem 9.2 (Volkmann and Yeo [151]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc such
that |V1| |V2| · · ·  |Vc|, and let e be an arc of D. If
|V (D)|2ig(D) + 2|Vc| + |Vc−1| + 1,
then there exists a Hamiltonian path in D, starting with the arc e.
Using Theorem 9.1 for c = 2 and Theorem 9.2 for c3, Volkmann and Yeo [151] proved the next result.
Theorem 9.3 (Volkmann andYeo [151]). Every arc of a regular multipartite tournament is contained in a Hamiltonian
path.
Example 9.4 (Volkmann [131]). Let B3,3 be the almost regular bipartite tournament presented in Fig. 5. Then it is
straightforward to verify that the arc uv is not contained in a Hamiltonian path. (Note that B3,3 has a Hamiltonian
cycle.)
Applying Theorems 1.14, 9.2 and 9.3, Volkmann [131] proved the following extension of Theorem 9.3.
Theorem 9.5 (Volkmann [131]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc
such that |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc|. Then each arc of D is contained in a Hamiltonian path if and only if D is not
isomorphic to B3,3 (cf. Fig. 5).
Theorems 9.3 and 9.5 lead to the following interesting problem.
Problem 9.6 (Volkmann and Winzen [140]). For all i ﬁnd the smallest value h(i), with the property that each arc of
all c-partite tournaments with ig i and ch(i) is contained in a Hamiltonian path.
In connection with Problem 9.6, Volkmann and Winzen [140] have shown that h(i)4i + 4 and that almost all
c-partite tournaments with c4 have the property that each arc is contained in a Hamiltonian path. Especially, they
have proved.
Theorem 9.7 (Volkmann and Winzen [140]). If D is an almost regular c-partite tournament with c5, then every arc
of D is contained in a Hamiltonian path.
This theorem and some examples in [140] lead to h(1) = 5 with h deﬁned as in Problem 9.6.
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Recently, Yeo [167] (see also [165, pp. 109–120]) have extended the statements on Hamiltonian paths through a
given arc in [151] to results on Hamiltonian cycles containing an arc. Note that the proofs in the very strong paper
[167] are completely different than those in [151]. One of the main results in [167,165] says:
Theorem 9.8 (Yeo [167]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with c4, and let x and y be two distinct vertices in D. If
|V (D)|> 476ig(D) + 13 917, then there exits a (x, y)-path P of length k in D, for all 42k |V (D)| − 1.
The following theorem is easy to prove as if P = x0x1 . . . xk is a path in D, then one can show that there is a
Hamiltonian path from xk to x0 in D − {x1, x2, . . . , xk−1} when the conditions below hold.
Theorem 9.9 (Yeo [167]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with c4, and let P be a path of length k in D. If
|V (D)|> 476ig(D) + 477k + 13 440, then there exits a Hamiltonian cycle in D, containing the path P.
In the case that D is a regular c-partite tournament, it follows from Theorem 9.9 with k = 1:
Theorem 9.10 (Yeo [167]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament with c4, and let e be any arc in D. If |V (D)|>
13 917, then there exits a Hamiltonian cycle in D, containing the arc e.
Theorem 9.10 says that there are at most a ﬁnite number of regular c-partite tournaments with c4, which do not
have a Hamiltonian cycle containing a given arc. In fact, the following stronger result should be true.
Conjecture 9.11 (Volkmann and Yeo [151]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c4, then every arc of D is
contained in a Hamiltonian cycle of D.
10. Pancyclic and vertex pancyclic multipartite tournaments
Corollary 1.3 of Harary and Moser [64] says that a tournament is pancyclic if and only if it is strong, and Theorem
1.2 of Moon [86] even states that a tournament is vertex pancyclic if and only if it is strong. The pancyclicity and vertex
pancyclicity problems for multipartite tournaments are much more difﬁcult in general.
In [45,48,52] Gutin has characterized all uniform pancyclic and uniform vertex pancyclic multipartite tournaments.
As a generalization of Jackon’s Theorem 8.4, Song [109] and Bang-Jensen and Guo [5] have shown that a degree
condition weaker than this one in Theorem 8.4 even leads to vertex pancyclicity.
In a 1996 version of [125], Volkmann presented the next two conjectures.
Conjecture 10.1 (Volkmann [125]). Every regular c-partite tournament with c4 is pancyclic.
Let A1, A2, A3 be the partite sets of a 3-partite tournament H such that |A1| = |A2| = |A3|2. If A1 → A2 →
A3 → A1, then H is regular but not pancyclic. Therefore, the condition c4 is necessary in Conjecture 10.1.
Conjecture 10.2 (Volkmann [125]). Every almost regular c-partite tournament with c4 is pancyclic.
In 1999, Yeo [162] conﬁrmed Conjecture 10.1 for c5. In fact, he proved that such multipartite tournaments are
also vertex pancyclic.
Theorem 10.3 (Yeo [162]). Every regular c-partite tournament with c5 is vertex pancyclic.
Yeo has given several talks on a result stating that all sufﬁciently large regular 4-partite tournaments are also vertex
pancyclic. This result, which was based on a complicated probabilistic argument [169], has not been written up yet.
Now Yeo has found a shorter and more elegant proof of this result, which follows from the main results in [167]. So
the paper [169] will remain unpublished.
Theorem 10.4 (Yeo [167]). If D is a regular 4-partite tournament with |V (D)|> 13 917, then D is vertex pancyclic.
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Theorems 10.3 and 10.4 say that almost all regular c-partite tournaments with c4 are vertex pancyclic. The inﬁnite
familyF of Example 3.6 shows that this is not valid for regular 3-partite tournaments. These results give rise to the
next conjecture.
Conjecture 10.5 (Yeo [163]). Every regular 4-partite tournament is vertex pancyclic.
The summary of the paper by Zhou et al. [181] says: “If V1, V2, . . . , Vc are the partite sets of a c-partite (c3)
tournament D with |V1| |V2| · · ·  |V1|+1 and I (D)1, then D is vertex pancyclic.” However, different examples
have shown that this result is false for c = 3, even when D is regular. In addition, in [117], we have constructed almost
regular 4-partite tournaments that are not vertex pancyclic.
Thus I think that Conjecture 10.5 remains still open. In addition, it seems that Conjecture 10.1 is furthermore unsolved
for c = 4.
By reﬁnements of the methods and techniques used in [162], we proved some analogue results for almost regular
multipartite tournaments.
Theorem 10.6 (Tewes et al. [117]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament.
If c8, then D is vertex pancyclic.
If 5c7, then D is vertex pancyclic, except possibly a ﬁnite number of counterexamples, whose partite sets have
different cardinalities.
Tewes et al. [117] constructed some inﬁnite families of almost regular 4-partite tournaments that are not vertex
pancyclic. Thus, Theorem10.6 aswell as the next conjecture cannot be extended to almost regular 4-partite tournaments.
Conjecture 10.7 (Tewes et al. [117]). An almost regular c-partite tournament with 5c7 is vertex pancyclic.
But I think that even the weaker Conjecture 10.2 still remains open for the case that 4c7. In the same year, Pan
and Zhang [91] proved that almost all c-partite tournaments with c5 and I (D)1 are vertex pancyclic.
Conjecture 10.8 (Volkmann [125]). If D is an almost regular 4-partite tournament, then every vertex of D is contained
in an m-cycle for all m with 4m |V (D)|.
As generalizations of the results in [117] for ig(D)1, Yeo [167] showed that all sufﬁciently large c-partite tourna-
ments with c5 and bounded global irregularity are vertex pancyclic.
Theorem 10.9 (Yeo [167]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with c5. If |V (D)|> 715ig(D) + 13 917, then D is
vertex pancyclic.
Theorem 10.9 follows from a more general result, which complements Theorems 5.7 and 5.11.
Theorem 10.10 (Yeo [167]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with c4. If |V (D)|> 715ig(D) + 13 917, then for
every arc e in D, there exists a cycle of length k containing e, for all 5k |V (D)|.
Since the bounds given in Theorems 10.9 and 10.10 are probably not best possible, the following problems remain
still open.
Problem 10.11 (Volkmann [125]). Let i be a non-negative integer.
What is the least integer f (i) such that all, except possibly a ﬁnite number, c-partite tournaments D with global
irregularity ig(D) i are vertex pancyclic for cf (i)?
What is the least integer h(i) such that all c-partite tournaments D with global irregularity ig(D) i are vertex
pancyclic for ch(i)?
Obviously, f (i)h(i). But is it true that f (i) = h(i)?
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In view of the aforementioned results, we observe that f (0) = 4, f (1) = 5, 4h(0)5, and 5h(1)8.
As a further extension of Alspach’s theorem, Pan et al. [94] have proved that every regular uniform c-partite tourna-
ment is arc pancyclic when c5.
Finally, we wish to refer the reader to the papers of Bang-Jensen et al. [12] and Yeo [161] on tournaments. In these
articles it is shown how one can obtain properties on tournaments using Yeo’s results and techniques [159,162,163] on
multipartite tournaments. This shows that results on generalizations of tournaments may be useful even if one is only
interested in tournaments themselves.
Corresponding results about even-pancyclic or arc-pancyclic bipartite tournaments appeared in Wang [152] and
Zhang [172].
11. Cycles and paths with a given number of vertices from each partite set
There are a lot of results about cycles and paths of given length or about cycles and paths with vertices from a given
number of partite sets. In this section we like to combine these two properties. There are relatively few results on this
topic. We start with a general problem.
Problem 11.1 (Volkmann and Winzen [144]). Which condition have to be fulﬁlled such that a strong c-partite tour-
nament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc contains a cycle with exactly ri vertices of Vi for all 1 ic and given
integers 0ri |Vi |?
Firstly we determine sufﬁcient conditions for strongly connected c-partite tournaments containing a strongly con-
nected subtournament of order p for some 3pc. Notice that the existence of a strongly connected subtournament of
order m implies the existence of a strongly connected subtournament of order p for each p ∈ {3, 4, . . . , m} by Moon’s
Theorem 1.2.
If one could ﬁnd in a strongly connected c-partite tournament a strong subtournament of order c, then many of the
aforementioned results would be a direct consequence of Moon’s Theorem 1.2. In the special case that the longest cycle
is of length c in a strong c-partite tournament, we have seen in Proposition 7.5 that then even every vertex belongs to a
strong subtournament of order p for each p ∈ {3, 4, . . . , c}. But the next example of Volkmann [122] shows that this
is not true in general. One cannot even guarantee a strong subtournament of order 4!
Example 11.2 (Volkmann [122]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a c-partite tournament with c4 and
Vc = U1 ∪ U2 ∪ · · · ∪ Uc−1 such that Vi → Vj for 1 i < jc − 1, {V1, V2, . . . , Vt−1, Vt+1} → Ut and Ut →
{Vt , Vt+2, Vt+3, . . . , Vc−1} for 1 tc − 1. Then it is a simple matter to verify that the resulting c-partite tournament
D is strongly connected. But the largest strong subtournament of D only consists of three vertices.
Although a strong subtournament that spans the partite sets cannot be guaranteed in general, Volkmann [122] obtained
the ﬁrst sufﬁcient condition toward guaranteed smaller strong subtournaments.
Theorem 11.3 (Volkmann [122]). Let D be an almost regular c-partite tournament with c4. Then D contains a
strongly connected subtournament of order c − 1.
The next example of Volkmann [122] shows that Theorem 11.3 is best possible for c=4, even for regular multipartite
tournaments.
Example 11.4 (Volkmann [122]). Let Vi = V ′i ∪ V ′′i with |V ′i | = |V ′′i | = t for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 be the partite sets of a
4-partite tournament such that V ′1 → V ′2 → V ′3 → V ′1, V ′′1 → V ′′2 → V ′′3 → V ′′1 ,
(V ′1 ∪ V ′2 ∪ V ′3) → V ′4 → (V ′′1 ∪ V ′′2 ∪ V ′′3 ) → V ′′4 → (V ′1 ∪ V ′2 ∪ V ′3),
V ′1 → V ′′3 → V ′2 → V ′′1 → V ′3 → V ′′2 → V ′1.
Now it is straightforward to check that the resulting 4-partite tournament is 3t-regular without a strongly connected
subtournament of order 4.
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However, Volkmann and Winzen [148] could prove recently a more general result when c5.
Theorem 11.5 (Volkmann andWinzen [148]). If D is an almost regular c-partite tournamentwith c5, thenD contains
a strongly connected subtournament of order c.
Using Theorem 1.10, we deduce fromTheorem 11.5 that each almost regular c-partite tournament with c5 contains
at least three arcs which belong to an m-cycle for each m = 3, 4, . . . , c.
Theorem 11.5 conﬁrms a 1999 conjecture by Volkmann [122] in afﬁrmative. In [122] Volkmann also asked the
questions:
Problem 11.6 (Volkmann [122]). Determine further sufﬁcient conditions for (strongly connected) c-partite tourna-
ments to contain a strong subtournament of order p for some 4pc.
How close to regular must a c-partite tournament be, to secure a strongly connected subtournament of order c?
In connection with Problem 11.6, Winzen [155] presented the following result and conjecture.
Theorem 11.7 (Winzen [155]). LetDbe a c-partite tournamentwith at least three vertices in each partite set, ig(D)s,
cs + 2 and s2. Then D contains a strongly connected subtournament of order c − s + 1.
Conjecture 11.8 (Winzen [155]). Let D be a strongly connected c-partite tournament with c sufﬁciently large and
ig(D)s. Then D contains a strongly connected subtournament of order c − s + 1.
If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c4, then it is well-known that every vertex is contained in a 3-cycle.
Using this fact as basis of induction, Volkmann and Winzen [149] have proved:
Theorem 11.9 (Volkmann and Winzen [149]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c7, then every vertex of
D is contained in a strongly connected subtournament of order c − 4.
However, Volkmann and Winzen think that a more stronger result is valid.
Conjecture 11.10 (Volkmann andWinzen [149]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament with c5. Then every vertex
of D is contained in a strongly connected subtournament of order c.
Another interesting question is what happens, if the global irregularity of the multipartite tournaments increases.
Problem 11.11 (Volkmann and Winzen [149]). Let D be a c-partite tournament of global irregularity ig(D) = i
1. Find optimal values f (i) such that every vertex of D is contained in a strongly connected subtournament of order
f (i).
Next we discuss the case that ri2 for at least one i in Problem 11.1. Since the vertices of a cycle in bipartite
tournament B alternate between the two partite sets of B, the next result by Beineke and Little [18] yields a complete
solution of Problem 11.1 in the case that B is a Hamiltonian bipartite tournament.
Theorem 11.12 (Beineke and Little [18]). A bipartite tournament is even pancyclic, if it is Hamiltonian and not
isomorphic to the bipartite tournament B(r, r, r, r) with r2.
The bipartite tournamentB=B(r1, r2, r3, r4) is deﬁned as follows. LetR1, R2, R3, R4 be pairwise disjoint indepen-
dent sets of vertices with |Ri | = ri for 1 i4. Deﬁne V (B)=R1 ∪R2 ∪R3 ∪R4 such that Ri → Ri+1 for i = 1, 2, 3
and R4 → R1.
As a generalization of Theorem 11.12, Zhang [172] has shown that a bipartite tournament is even vertex pancyclic,
if it is Hamiltonian and not isomorphic to B(r, r, r, r) with r2.
Using Theorems 11.12, 3.1, 4.4, 7.12, 8.7, 8.11, Corollary 8.10, Lemma 8.13 and a result by Volkmann [130] (cf.
Theorem 12.4 in the next section) on complementary cycles of regular 3-partite tournaments, Volkmann and Winzen
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[144] have solved Problem 11.1 for the special case that D is a regular c-partite tournament and ri = |Vi | − 1 for all
1 ic.
Theorem 11.13 (Volkmann andWinzen [144]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a regular c-partite tournament
D with |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r2. If c5 or c = 4 and r3 or c = 3 or c = 2 and D is not isomorphic to
B(r, r, r, r), then D contains a cycle with exactly r − 1 vertices from each partite set.
Example 11.4 of Volkmann [122] demonstrates that Theorem 11.13 is not true for c = 4 and r = 2 in general. In
addition, if we remove one vertex in each partite set in the bipartite tournamentB(r, r, r, r), then the remaining bipartite
tournament is not Hamiltonian. However, we think that the following generalization of Theorem 11.13 is valid.
Conjecture 11.14 (VolkmannandWinzen [144]). LetV1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a regular c-partite tournament
D with c5 and |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r2. Then D contains a cycle with exactly m vertices from each partite
set for each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}.
Note that Volkmann and Winzen [144] have proved that for a given m, Conjecture 11.14 is valid, if c and r are
sufﬁciently large.
The next problem is an analogue to Problem 11.1 for paths.
Problem 11.15 (Volkmann and Winzen [145]). Which condition have to be fulﬁlled such that a c-partite tournament
with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc contains a path with exactly ri vertices of Vi for all 1 ic and given integers
0ri |Vi |?
Our ﬁrst result concerning Problem 11.15 follows immediately from Theorems 11.13 and 1.1 for the case c= 4 and
r = 2.
Corollary 11.16 (Volkmann andWinzen [145]). Every regular c-partite tournament with at least r2 vertices in each
partite set contains a path with exactly r − 1 vertices from each partite set.
As an application of Theorems 1.1, 2.1, 2.4, 3.3, 7.12, 8.6, 11.5, Example 11.12, Corolaries 1.4, 7.3 and some further
results in [112,141], the next theorems are much more complicated to prove.
Theorem 11.17 (Volkmann andWinzen [145]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a regular c-partite tournament
D with c2 and |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r2. Then D contains a path with exactly two vertices from each partite
set.
Theorem 11.18 (Volkmann andWinzen [145]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a regular c-partite tournament
D with c5 and |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r . If r5s − 3 for an integer s2, then D contains a path with exactly
r − s vertices from each partite set.
Theorem 11.19 (Volkmann and Winzen [145]). Almost all regular c-partite tournament D with c4 contain a path
with exactly r − s vertices from each partite set for a given integer s1, if r is the cardinality of each partite set.
Our last conjecture in this section is a weak form of Conjecture 11.14 for c5.
Conjecture 11.20 (VolkmannandWinzen [145]). LetV1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a regular c-partite tournament
D with c2 and |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r2. Then D contains a path with exactly m vertices from each partite set
for each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}.
Notice that Theorems 11.12, 11.5, 11.17, Corollary 11.16 and Theorem 8.6 show that Conjecture 11.20 is true for
c = 2 or m ∈ {1, 2, r − 1, r}.
Now we examine Problem 11.1 from another point of view. For that we consider the following reformulation of
Problem 11.1:
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Let D be a c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc. Which conditions have to be fulﬁlled in order
that for given integers 0ri |Vi | there exists a set X ⊆ V (D) with |X ∩ Vi | = ri for 1 ic such that the digraph
D − X is Hamiltonian?
If we replace the condition that “there exists a set X with the properties mentioned above” by the condition “for every
set X with the properties mentioned above”, then we arrive at the following new problem.
Problem 11.21 (Volkmann and Winzen [146]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc.
Which conditions have to be fulﬁlled in order that for given integers 0ri |Vi | there is a set X ⊆ V (D) with the
property |X ∩ Vi | = ri (1 ic) such that the multipartite tournament D − X is Hamiltonian?
In [146], we only have studied the following special case of Problem 11.21.
Problem 11.22 (Volkmann andWinzen [146]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament with c4 and exactly r vertices
in each partite set. Furthermore, let X ⊆ V (D) be an arbitrary set with exactly k < r vertices from each partite set.
For all given integers k1 and c4 ﬁnd the minimal value g(k, c) such that D − X is Hamiltonian for every regular
multipartite tournament with rg(k, c).
In [144], we have shown that g(1, 4) = 3, g(1, c) = 4 when c5 is odd and g(1, c)3 when c4 is even. Using
Theorems 2.1, 7.12, 8.7 and some further results in [148,112], we could determine g(2, c) for all c4.
Theorem 11.23 (Volkmann andWinzen [146]). Let V1, V2, . . . , Vc be the partite sets of a regular c-partite tournament
D with c4 such that |V1| = |V2| = · · · = |Vc| = r . Then g(2, 4)= g(2, 5)= 9, g(2, 6)= 7, g(2, 7)= 8 and g(2, c)= 7
when c8.
In [150], Volkmann and Winzen have discussed an analogue to Problem 11.22 for paths instead of cycles. Actually,
we have investigated the path covering number.
12. Complementary cycles
We now turn our attention to cycle complementary multipartite tournaments. A digraph D is called cycle comple-
mentary if there exist two vertex disjoint cycles C1 and C2 such that V (D) = V (C1) ∪ V (C2).
The problem of complementary cycles in 2-connected tournaments was completely solved by Reid [100] in 1985
and Song [108] in 1993. They proved that every 2-connected tournament T on at least eight vertices has complementary
cycles of length t and |V (T )| − t for all 3 t |V (T )|/2. Recently, Li and Shu [82] obtained some conditions on
strong but not 2-connected tournaments which are not cycle complementary. There are also some well-known results
on complementary cycles in bipartite tournaments by Song [107], Zhang and Song [174], Zhang et al. [173] and Zhang
and Wang [176].
Theorem 12.1 (Song [107], Zhang and Song [174]). If B is a regular bipartite tournament with |V (B)|8, then B is
cycle complementary.
The problem of complementary cycles in multipartite tournaments is much more difﬁcult to analyze than in tour-
naments. The reason for this is the simple fact that strong tournaments are Hamiltonian, however, this is not valid for
multipartite tournaments in general. The next two examples will show that not all regular multipartite tournaments are
cycle complementary.
Example 12.2 (Reid [100]). Let T7 be the 3-regular tournament presented in Fig. 6. Notice that T7 is the unique
Hadamard tournament of order 7 which contains no transitive subtournament of order 4. Then it is well-known that T7
does not contain a 3-cycle C3 and a 4-cycle C4 such that V (T7) = V (C3) ∪ V (C4).
Example 12.3 (Volkmann [130]). Let V1 ={x1, x2}, V2 ={y1, y2} and V3 ={u1, u2} be the partite sets of the 2-regular
3-partite tournament D3,2 presented in Fig. 7. Then it is a simple matter to verify that D3,2 does not contain two
complementary 3-cycles.
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Fig. 6. The 3-regular tournament T7.
Fig. 7. The 2-regular 3-partite tournament D3,2.
Theorem 12.4 (Volkmann [130]). Let D be a regular 3-partite tournament with at least six vertices. Then D contains
two complementary cycles of length 3 and |V (D)| − 3, unless D is isomorphic to D3,2 in Fig. 7.
Using Theorem 12.1 for c= 2, Theorem 12.4 for c= 3 and Theorem 12.10 for c4, Volkmann [130] characterized
all regular multipartite tournaments that are cycle complementary.
Theorem 12.5 (Volkmann [130]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament. If c = 2 and |V (D)|8 or c3 and
|V (D)|6, then D is cycle complementary, unless D is isomorphic to T7 in Fig. 6 or to D3,2 in Fig. 7.
Corollary 12.6 (Volkmann [130]). Each regular multipartite tournament D of order |V (D)|8 is cycle complemen-
tary.
Conjecture 12.7 (Yeo [162]). A regular c-partite tournament D with c4 has a pair of vertex disjoint cycles of length
t and |V (D)| − t for all t ∈ {3, 4, . . . , |V (D)| − 3}.
The well-known tournament T7 and the next two examples will demonstrate that Conjecture 12.7 is not valid in
general when t = 3.
Example 12.8 (Volkmann [133]). Let V1 = {x1, x2}, V2 = {y1, y2}, V3 = {u1, u2} and V4 = {v1, v2} be the partite sets
of the 3-regular 4-partite tournament D4,2 presented in Fig. 8. Then it is straightforward to verify that D4,2 does not
contain a 3-cycle C3 and a 5-cycle C5 such that V (D4,2) = V (C3) ∪ V (C5).
Example 12.9 (Volkmann [133]). LetD∗4,2 be the 3-regular 4-partite tournament presented in Fig. 9. Then it is straight-
forward to verify that D∗4,2 does not contain a 3-cycle C3 and a 5-cycle C5 such that V (D∗4,2) = V (C3) ∪ V (C5).
However, Conjecture 12.7 is true for t = 3, unless D is isomorphic to T7, D4,2 or D∗4,2 (cf. Examples 12.2, 12.8 and
12.9).
Theorem 12.10 (Volkmann [133]). LetDbe a regular c-partite tournamentwith c4 and |V (D)|6.ThenD contains
two complementary cycles of length 3 and |V (D)| − 3, unless D is isomorphic to T7, D4,2 or D∗4,2.
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Fig. 8. The 3-regular 4-partite tournament D4,2.
Fig. 9. The 3-regular 4-partite tournament D∗4,2.
Fig. 10. The 3-regular 4-partite tournament D∗∗4,2.
The next example will demonstrate that Yeo’s Conjecture 12.7 is also not true for t = 4 in general.
Example 12.11 (Volkmann [132]). Let D∗∗4,2 be the 3-regular 4-partite tournament presented in Fig. 10. Then it is
straightforward to verify that D∗∗4,2 does not contain two 4-cycles C4 and C∗4 such that V (D∗∗4,2) = V (C4) ∪ V (C∗4 ).
As an application of the Theorems 1.2, 2.1, 2.4, 3.1, 3.4, 7.12, 8.5, 8.7, 8.11, 11.3 and the results by Reid [100] and
Song [108] on complementary cycles in 2-connected tournaments mentioned at the beginning of this section, Volkmann
[132] received a solution of Conjecture 12.7 for t = 4.
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Theorem 12.12 (Volkmann [132]). Let D be a regular c-partite tournament with |V (D)|8. If c5 or c = 4 and
(D)4, then D contains two complementary cycles of length 4 and |V (D)| − 4.
A computer program (cf. [67]) has shown thatD∗∗4,2 is the only regular 4-partite tournament with two vertices in each
partite sets that does not contain two complementary cycles of length 4. Hence one can conclude from Theorem 12.12
that Yeo’s Conjecture 12.7 is valid for t = 4 with the only exception of D∗∗4,2.
Using Theorems 1.2, 2.1, 2.5, 3.1, 7.12, 8.5, 8.7, 8.11, 11.5, the results by Reid [100] and Song [108] on complemen-
tary cycles in 2-connected tournaments and a computer program for some cases, He et al. [67] recently have conﬁrmed
Conjecture 12.7 for t = 5.
Theorem 12.13 (He et al. [67]). If D is a regular c-partite tournament with c4 and |V (D)|10, then D contains
two complementary cycles of length 5 and |V (D)| − 5.
Consequently, I think that Conjecture 12.7 is really correct for t5. The next conjecture remains still open.
Conjecture 12.14 (Volkmann [125]). Let D be a multipartite tournament. If (D)(D) + 1, then D is cycle com-
plementary, unless D is a member of a ﬁnite family of multipartite tournaments.
In [147], Volkmann and Winzen have weakened the condition that D is cycle complementary in the following way.
Let D be a c-partite digraph with the partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vc. Two vertex disjoint cycles C and C′ are called
weakly complementary, if they contain vertices from all partite sets of D. The main theorem in [147] says.
Theorem 12.15 (Volkmann and Winzen [147]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with c3, |V (D)|6 and (D)3.
Then D is weakly cycle complementary unless D is isomorphic to T7 in Fig. 6.
There exist much more 2-strong c-partite tournament with c3 and at least six vertices that are not weakly cycle
complementary. Therefore it would be interesting to solve the following problems.
Problem 12.16 (Volkmann and Winzen [147]). Characterize all weakly cycle complementary 2-strong c-partite tour-
naments D with c3 and |V (D)|6.
Problem 12.17. Characterize all weakly cycle complementary 2-strong bipartite tournaments D with |V (D)|8.
13. Cycles in 3-partite tournaments
As we have seen above, many statements on cycles in c-partite tournaments are only valid for c4 (see for example
Theorems 4.7, 4.10, 9.8–9.10, 10.3, 10.4 and 10.10). However, what is known on cycles in 3-partite tournaments, in
particular, on cycles in regular 3-partite tournaments? We will see below that we only know very few on cycles in
3-partite tournaments. In 1991, Wang [152] posed the following conjecture.
Conjecture 13.1 (Wang [152]). Every arc of a regular 3-partite tournament D is contained in cycles of all lengths
3, 6, 9, . . . , |V (D)|.
The following examples by Volkmann [129] will show that Conjecture 13.1 is not valid in general.
Example 13.2 (Volkmann [129]). We start with a well-known regular 3-partite tournament. Let V1, V2 and V3 be the
partite sets of the 3-partite tournament H such that |V1| = |V2| = |V3| = r2 and
V1 → V2 → V3 → V1.
It is evident that H is r-regular and that H has only cycles of length 3, 6, 9, . . . , |V (D)| = 3r .
Next let u1u2u3u1 be a 3-cycle of H such that ui ∈ Vi for i = 1, 2, 3. If we replace in H the cycle u1u2u3u1 by
the cycle u1u3u2u1, then we obtain again an r-regular 3-partite tournament D1. However, it is easy to see that the arcs
u1u3, u3u2, and u2u1 in D1 are not contained in a cycle of length 6, 9, . . . , |V (D1)| = 3r .
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Furthermore, let u1u2u3w1w2w3u1 be a 6-cycle of H such that ui, wi ∈ Vi for i=1, 2, 3. If we replace in H the cycle
u1u2u3w1w2w3u1 by the cycle u1w3w2w1u3u2u1, then we arrive at an r-regular 3-partite tournament D2. Clearly, the
arcs u1w3, w3w2, w2w1, w1u3, u3u2, and u2u1 in D2 are not contained in a 3-cycle.
Example 13.2 even shows that for each integer t with 3 t |V (D)|, there exists an inﬁnite family of regular 3-partite
tournaments D such that there are at least three arcs in D which are not contained in a cycle of length t. In addition,
Example 3.6 demonstrates that there also exists an inﬁnite family of regular 3-partite tournaments that have vertices
which are not contained in a 3-cycle.
In view of Theorems 3.1, 8.6 and 12.4, we see that each regular 3-partite tournament D has a 3-cycle, a Hamiltonian
cycle and a cycle of length |V (D)| − 3. Recently, we could prove a little bit more.
Theorem 13.3 (Volkmann [135]). If D is an r-regular 3-partite tournament with r2, then D contains a 6-cycle.
Theorem 13.4 (Stella and Volkmann [110]). If D is an r-regular 3-partite tournament with r3, then D contains a
9-cycle.
These results and some further investigations in [135,110] give support to the following conjectures and problems.
Conjecture 13.5 (Volkmann [135]). If D is an regular 3-partite tournament, then D contains cycles of length
3, 6, . . . , |V (D)|.
Problem 13.6 (Volkmann [135]). Let D be an r-regular 3-partite tournament with r3. Is every vertex of D contained
in an m-cycle for each m ∈ {6, 9, . . . , |V (D)|}?
Conjecture 13.7 (Volkmann [135]). If D is an regular 3-partite tournament, then every arc of D is contained in an m-,
(m + 1)- or (m + 2)-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , |V (D)| − 2}.
In [135,110], the authors have proved that every arc of a regular 3-partite tournament is contained in an m-, (m+ 1)-
or (m + 2)-cycle for each m ∈ {3, 4, . . . , 7}.
IfD is an almost regular c-partite tournamentwith the partite setsV1, V2, . . . , Vc such that |V1| |V2| · · ·  |Vc|=r ,
then it follows from Lemma 8.13 that |V1|r − 2. In the case that D is an almost regular c-partite tournament with
c4, then inequality (3) of Theorem 8.11 shows that D is Hamiltonian with exception of the case that 1 = |V1| =
|V2|< |V3| = 2< |V4| = 3. Thus almost all almost regular c-partite tournaments with c4 are Hamiltonian. However,
the next example demonstrates that this is no longer true for the family of almost regular 3-partite tournaments.
Example 13.8 (Volkmann [136]). Let D be a 3-partite tournament with the partite sets V1, V2, V3 such that |V1|=r−1
and |V2| = |V3| = r and V1 → V2 → V3 → V1. Then D is almost regular without a Hamiltonian cycle.
The longest cycle in this inﬁnite family of almost regular 3-partite tournaments has length |V (D)| − 2. Using
Theorems 2.1, 7.12, 8.7, 8.8 and Lemma 8.13, Volkmann [136] has shown recently that this statement is valid for all
almost regular 3-partite tournaments.
Theorem 13.9 (Volkmann [136]). If D is an almost regular 3-partite tournament, then D contains a cycle of length at
least |V (D)| − 2.
As an easy consequence of this result as well as of Theorems 7.4 and 8.6, we arrive at the following generalization
of Theorem 13.9.
Corollary 13.10 (Volkmann [136]). If D is an almost regular 3-partite tournament, then every vertex of D is contained
in a cycle of length at least |V (D)| − 2.
Conjecture 13.11. IfD is a strongly connected 3-partite tournament, thenD contains a cycle of length at least |V (D)|−
2ig(D).
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Theorems 8.6 and 13.9 show that Conjecture 13.11 is valid for ig(D)= 0 and 1, respectively. The next extension of
Example 13.8 will show that Conjecture 13.11 would be best possible.
Example 13.12 (Volkmann [136]). Let V1, V2, V3 be the partite sets of the 3-partite tournament D such that |V1|=r− t
with 1 tr − 1 and |V2|= |V3|= r and V1 → V2 → V3 → V1. Then ig(D)= t and the longest cycle in D has length
3(r − t) = |V (D)| − 2ig(D).
14. Hamiltonian-connectedness
A digraph D is weakly Hamiltonian-connected, if for any two vertices x and y, there exists a Hamiltonian path from x
to y or from y to x. A digraph D is strongly Hamiltonian-connected, if for any two vertices x and y, there is a Hamiltonian
path from x to y and another from y to x.
The Hamiltonian-connectedness of tournaments was studied extensively and successfully by Thomassen [118] in
1980.
Only few results are known on this problem for multipartite tournaments. As a generalization of Thomassen’s result
[118], in 1995, Bang-Jensen et al. [9] characterizedweaklyHamiltonian-connected uniformmultipartite tournaments. A
characterization of weaklyHamiltonian-connected bipartite tournaments was derived byBang-Jensen andManoussakis
[15] in the same year. By Yeo’s Theorem 9.8, the following corollary is immediate.
Theorem 14.1 (Yeo [167]). Let D be a c-partite tournament with c4. If |V (D)|> 476ig(D) + 13 917, then D is
strongly Hamiltonian-connected.
However, the next conjectures and problems remain still open.
Problem 14.2 (Bang-Jensen et al. [13]). Characterize the family of all weakly Hamiltonian-connected multipartite
tournaments.
Conjecture 14.3 (Volkmann [125]). Let D be a multipartite tournament. If (D)(D) + 1, then D is weakly
Hamiltonian-connected.
Conjecture 14.4 (Bang-Jensen et al. [9]). Let D be a 4-connected uniformmultipartite tournament with an (x, y)-path
P such that D − V (P ) has a cycle-factor. Then D has an (x, y)-Hamiltonian path.
Conjecture 14.5 (Volkmann [125]). Let D be a multipartite tournament. If (D)(D) + 3, then D is strongly
Hamiltonian-connected.
15. Conclusion
In fact Conjectures 12.14, 14.3 and 14.5 are just three instances of the meta-conjecture by Volkmann (so-called by
Gutin and Bang-Jensen [8, p. 327]):
Several results which hold for k-strong tournaments should also hold for every multipartite tournament D provided
that D is ((D) + k − 1)-strong.
One example where this is known to be true is for the Hamiltonian cycle problem (see Corollary 8.10).
Readers interested on parameters such as radius, diameter and the number of kings of semicomplete multipartite
digraphs or multipartite tournaments should consult for example Gutin [43,50], Gutin et al. [54], Gutin and Yeo [61],
Kirkland and Shader [73], Koh and Tan [74–78], Petrovic and Thomassen [96], Soltes [106] and Tan [113].
Further information on multipartite tournaments are contained in papers by Abudeia et al. [1], Bang-Jensen and Yeo
[16], Gutin [53], Gutin et al. [58], Huang et al. [70], Li [83], Li and Huang [84], Parker et al. [95], Pirzada and Naikoo
[97], Savchenko [103], Yao et al. [157] and Zhou and Zhang [178].
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